
FOLD, CLICK AND GO
Fold



COMPACT AND EASY TO USE
Fold

A better choice for 3 reasons

Fits all  
frames

Scratch resistant

Compact  
design



  

Fold Pro 100
• Hardened steel

• Length: 100 cm

• Weight: 1,250 grams

• Including holder

RETAIL PRICE

€ 89.95

AXA Fold is for every cyclist

  

Fold 85
• Hardened steel

• Length: 85 cm

• Weight: 850 grams

• Including holder 

RETAIL PRICE

€ 59.95

  

Fold 100
• Hardened steel

• Length: 100 cm

• Weight: 950 grams

• Including holder

RETAIL PRICE

€ 69.95



The AXA folding locks in your shop

We’ll supply you with a special shelf so that you can offer 

your customers a wide choice from our range of folding 

locks. This even allows you to offer our complete range 

of folding locks. The AXA Fold, the Foldable Series and 

the AXA Toucan. There’s an AXA folding lock to suit 

every cyclist.

Each individual product is packed in an attractive 

presentation box which shows the most important 

features. Icons are used on the packaging to provide 

information about the differences between the various 

types, which should help stimulate up-selling. 

AXA provides special in-store communication and 

demonstration resources for your shop to help 

encourage sales of the AXA folding locks. Clear 

explanations of the features and the ability to handle 

and fold up the lock will convince customers of the 

convenience of AXA folding locks.

A new key can be obtained quickly and safely

Extra keys can easily be ordered on  

axabikesecurity.com and will be delivered within a  

few days. AXA is the only supplier who produces  

and sends keys themselves. This means we can  

offer fast service and security.

The AXA Fold in your shop

TIP: 

Write down your 
key number, you 
need this when 

you want to 
order a key.



Fits all frames

The AXA Fold comes with a handy holder. This can 

be mounted to the bottle cage or you can secure it 

around the bar with the 2 supplied straps. The lock 

is positioned at the bottom of the holder, so you can 

easily tilt it out. Since you do not have to slide the 

lock out of the holder, it fits all frames. Thanks to the 

revolutionary locking mechanism, the lock is fixed in 

the holder, so that it doesn’t rattle during cycling.

Easy to use

Thanks to its flexible joints and its light weight, the 

lock is extremely easy to use. The lock is made from 

tempered steel and is resistant to cutting and pulling.

Handy click-in function

The Fold has a convenient click-in function. There is 

a notch on the side where you can easily insert the 

lock. As soon as you do that you will hear a clear 

click. The key can now be removed and it is locked. 

The lock has a soft casing to prevent any scratches 

to the frame of your bike.

Symmetrical key

The AXA Fold has a symmetrical key which is very 

convenient when opening and closing, especially in 

the dark! The lock also features a dust cover that 

protects your cylinder against moisture and dust.  

This is really helps with the durability of the lock.

The AXA Fold is the newest addition to our range of folding locks. With its 
compact and modern design its an excellent addition to our range. 

AXA Fold  
Fold, click and go

Handy click-in functionEasy to take out of the holder



AXA Bike Security is inextricably linked to 

cycling culture. For more than 115 years, 

our company has made every effort to 

optimally protect the cyclist and the bike. 

As a real bike fan, AXA Bike Security 

knows exactly what cyclists need to safely 

and confidently take to the road. 

Our engineers convert the latest requirements 

and developments into user-friendly, durable 

products. And thanks to our own production 

facilities in Europe, AXA can always guarantee 

constant high quality. In this way, AXA 

contributes to the safety and pleasure of the 

growing group of people worldwide who 

embrace the bike as a healthy and sustainable 

means of transportation.

See our complete range at:

www.axabikesecurity.com

AXA Bike Security

About Allegion™

Allegion (NYSE: ALLE) is an international pioneer in safety and security. We help 
keep people safe and secure where they live, work and visit. Allegion is a $2 billion 
industry-leading supplier of safety products and sells in nearly 130 countries 
around the world. 
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